Retirement Planning
for the Business Owner

Are you a “lifestyle” business owner?
How do you define success in your business? For many business
owners, success is defined as generating enough income to live
comfortably today while working hard to build a thriving business.
These “lifestyle” business owners view the
business’s success solely on the income it
generates and are happy with the position the
business is in as long as it affords the lifestyle
they desire. But what happens when you are
no longer working in, and making a living from,
your business? Where will the income come
from then?

There is an internal struggle many business
owners often deal with when it comes to
deciding if they should leave their businesses.
When business owners are asked why they
don’t leave their businesses, three out of four
say it’s because they still enjoy running the
company — “it’s my baby.”1
Conversely, the same three out of four also
say they would leave today if their financial
security were assured — “it’s my lifestyle.”2
The truth most likely lies somewhere
in between.
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“I’ll just stay on the payroll”
A lack of financial independence is often why a business owner never truly leaves the business.
To put in context how a business owner’s lack of adequate future income planning can impact
his/her exit from the business, especially in family-owned businesses, consider the following
“Business Owner Hierarchy of Involvement.”

Exit with
no ties
Act as a
“silent partner”
Exit but still earn
a “consulting fee”
Stay active indefinitely

Generally best for everyone

May be good for outgoing owner and
new ownership if structured properly
May be good for outgoing owner,
but not for new ownership

Potential challenges for everyone

The exit strategy business owners select is
often commensurate with the level of comfort
they have with their future financial position.
Business owners who exit with no ties allow the
next generation of leadership to take over with
full autonomy because the outgoing owner
is financially solvent and not reliant on the
business for income whatsoever.

Business owners earning a “consulting fee” have
transferred the business on paper, but due to
a continued financial reliance on the business,
never truly let go. They continue to receive
income from the business in perpetuity, and
the compensation is tied more to their financial
needs in retirement rather than to the value
they are bringing to the business.

Business owners who act as silent partners
gradually phase out of the business by staying
involved for a predetermined period of time (no
more than 3 years), serving in a mentorship role.
In return, they are compensated reasonably for
the continued value they bring and the seamless
transition they are helping to facilitate.

Finally, when a business owner stays active
indefinitely, there is no plan in place for
ownership to change hands. This typically
implies that the current owners will be
financially tied to the business until their
death, regardless of the next generation’s
interest or ability to take over.
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What, me worry?
Business owners are underestimating,
or understating, their reliance on their
businesses to fund their retirements.
How do we know? More than half say
they are “extremely” or “very” confident
regarding their estimates on the sources
of retirement income they have. Yet, three
out of four have less than $500,000 saved
in their retirement accounts.3

And, while business owners claim to have
a diverse picture of where that retirement
income will come from, the reality is many are
counting on the proceeds from the sale of the
business or continuing to receive income from
the business to fund their retirements.

WHERE WILL THE RETIREMENT INCOME COME FROM?

19% Personal Savings
18% Retirement Accounts
14% Income From the Business
13% Social Security
12% Sale of the Business
9% Real Estate
7% Pension Plan
4%	Nonqualified Deferred Compensation
4%	Part-time Job Outside the Business
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Income replacement value:
The most important value … to the owner
The income replacement value is what you
need the business to be worth to maintain your
current standard of living after you leave. This
value is irrelevant to a potential buyer, but vital
to any business owner looking to plan for life
after the business.
Think about all the things you pull out of, and
run through, the business today for personal
reasons. It’s not just salary and bonus but also
benefits like health insurance, life insurance,
company-paid car, travel and meals, etc.
A business owner taking a $100,000 salary
may also be realizing another $100,000 in
additional benefits.
Add up the cost of all these benefits, plus your
salary and bonus, then divide it by a withdrawal
rate you are comfortable with (typically between
3-5%). Through this exercise, business owners
often realize that the income replacement
value is higher than what they think the
business is worth.

How will you
fund the gap?

Income Replacement Value
Owner’s Estimated Value
Hypothetical used for illustrative purposes only.

The difference between the income
replacement value and the value you believe
you could sell the business for today is
your retirement income gap. This gap can
be reduced by either determining ways to
increase the value of your business (making
it more sellable) or by growing the assets
you have outside your business (savings, real
estate, investments, qualified plans, etc.).
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Instead of a lifestyle owner, be a “value accelerator”
If the expectation is that the business will fund a majority of your retirement income, there must
be a mindset shift from income to enterprise value. A “value accelerator” is a business owner who
prioritizes growing enterprise value over income and takes the necessary steps to maximize that value
while they are still running the business. Enterprise value looks at the business through the lens of
both its operational and financial performance, which helps you understand what’s driving your value
so improvements in the business can be made. A business owner must adopt this mentality when the
expectation is that a business sale will fund a majority of the retirement nest egg.
When the focus is on growing enterprise value, the income may be there not just for today but
also into the future. The chart below highlights the different attributes of a lifestyle owner versus
a value accelerator:
MINDSET
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LIFESTYLE OWNER

VA L U E A C C E L E R AT O R

Focus

Current income

Enterprise value

What does success
look like?

The business affords my
lifestyle today

Value is maximized, and business sells
at highest multiple possible

Views on exit

Financially driven: “die at
my desk” mentality (if I can’t
support myself, I can’t exit)

Liquidity driven: build a valuable asset that
is easily sellable/transferrable

Valuation technique

A mathematical equation
based on historical
financial performance

Focus on the intangibles, assess the business
based on key operational drivers of value

Views on value

It’s emotional — “what do I
perceive it to be worth”

It’s about the future — “what do I need
it to be worth to maintain my lifestyle
in retirement”

Building a sound retirement income strategy
When it comes to your retirement planning as a business owner, there are five rules to follow:
1 | Have a clear picture of what life looks
like in retirement. Ask yourself, what
does your ideal post-retirement life look
like? Will you travel, pick up new hobbies,
or continue to work? Running a business
has been your life for the last 20, 30, or
40 years. You should think about how you
plan on spending your time in retirement,
determine how much income is needed
to fulfill that plan, and then grow your
assets to meet that goal.
2 | Determine the income replacement
value of your business. There are many
ways to value your business. But, when it
comes to retirement planning, this value
may be the most important to consider.
3 | Understand how your chosen transition
strategy could impact your retirement
income. There are different ways to
transfer a business. For example, you
could sell it to a third party, sell it to an
employee, or gift it to your children.
You must consider your ideal exit
strategy when building your retirement
plan because each carries with it
different payment structures, timelines,
inherent risks, and overall impacts to
your retirement plan.

4 | Know the retirement savings options
outside of your business. As a
business owner, you have multiple tax
advantaged ways to help save for your
retirement (and the retirements of
your employees). Understanding these
options, and finding the right ones for
you and your business, can go a long
way toward diversifying your retirement
income strategy.
5 | Set a retirement date and stick to it.
The key to the process is time. Waiting
to build your retirement income
strategy until the day you are ready
to leave can limit your options and
impact your lifestyle. Not having a
plan may lead to the next generation
of ownership having to support you
while at the same time trying to run the
business successfully. A better approach
is to plan ahead so that the business
can reinvest in itself as opposed to
continuing to invest in you.
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MassMutual...
Helping you secure what matters most.
Since 1851, MassMutual has been building a reputation for financial
strength and integrity. At MassMutual, we operate for the benefit of our
customers. Our business decisions are based on a single guiding principle:
to help people secure their future and protect the ones they love.

Learn more at www.MassMutual.com.

The Business Owner Perspectives Study was conducted by HawkPartners for Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company
(MassMutual) via a 20 minute online survey of 914 general population business owners from December 17, 2017 – January 4,
2018. The sampling margin of error for this study is +/– 2.7% percentage points when looking at the results for the total small
business population, based on a U.S. Small Business Employer population of 5.8 million. These are at the 90% confidence level.
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